I. Introduction
There are certain processes in physics, chemistry, ecology, etc. in which the time development is de scribed by giving the values x(tr) of the dynamical variables at a discrete sequence of times tr . Instead of a differential equation of motion or its solution one considers some function f (x) which generates the process by XT + I = f(x r), t = 0,1, 2 , . . . .
In what follows we denote the r th iterate of f(x) by 
If there are properties of the sequence {/M (x0) } which do not depend on the initial conditions xQ, these invariants reflect characteristics of j{x) alone. In this paper we study for some dynamical laws f(x) not only the asymptotic density functions they generate, Qf* (x) = lim lim -] ■ -^ 2 Z /[ /W (*o) ]
but also the time correlation of the process,
Cf(r) = (dxdxt ) : = ( x f W ( x ) ) -( x ) * . (4)
This latter is a useful means to understand why ap parently stochastic processes may arise from simple deterministic dynamical laws. The mean ( ...) is either a time mean or, if / turns out to be ergodic, the ensemble mean with Q*. m{I) denotes the size of the interval I (Lebesgue measure) and Xi its characteristic function (1 if x inside /, 0 elsewhere). In Sect. II we cite two theorems of basic impor tance for our subject and give an ergodicity criterion Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. S. Grossmann, Fachbereich Physik, Philipps-Universität, Renthof 6, D-3550 Marburg, Germany.
for dynamical laws / based on a theorem by Li and Yorke. In Sect. Ill we discuss a method to compute of* and in IV we show how the set of accessible dynamical laws can be extended by introducing an equivalence relation. The computation of correlation functions in V leads us in VI to a further discussion of the previously mentioned equivalence relation. In VII we show that under certain well defined con ditions the processes generated by nonlinear dy namical laws may be described as periodic motions in state-space superimposed by noise.
There is great recent interest in such "nonlinearity noise" in connection with experimental 2 and theoretical 3' 4 studies of hydrodynamic turbulence, chemical turbulence 5, etc.
II. Two Theorems on Asymptotic Distributions
In statistical physics dynamical laws / which are ergodic or even strongly mixing are of major im portance. The existence of a unique LMntegrable invariant density o* generating an absolutely con tinuous measure
is equivalent to the ergodicity of / 6' 7. Lasota, Li and Yorke proved the following two theorems on the existence and uniqueness of such an o * 8. The main purpose of the infimum-condition (6) is to exclude the stability of possibly existing periodic points x*=jW {x*), r = 1, 2, 3 , . . . .
It implies a severe restriction on the applicability of the theorem since e. g. all continuous differentiable functions on [0,1] are excluded. In IV we will see that this restriction can, at least partially, be over come.
The next theorem gives some insight into the structure of the set Rf of invariant densities of a dynamical law / from which the uniqueness of q* can be inferred: (c) each contains at least one point in its interior; hence (d) Qi(x) = 0 for x£ M i{l < , i £ n ) and > 0 for almost all .
T2 immediately yields a first criterion of uniqueness, already formulated by Li and Yorke 10:
C l : The invariant density o* of / is uniquely de termined if / fulfills the propositions of T2 and has exactly one point of discontinuity in (0,1).
This criterion implicitly contains a restriction to / with one hump because any further hump would imply a further point of discontinuity within (0, 1). Therefore we give a second criterion starting from the sets M, of T2: Since Mi constitutes something like the closure of the support of Oj, it is invariant under / up to a finite subset. So two different sets Mi, M j, i 4= j cannot be mapped on the same interval by any iterate of /. On the other hand, according to T2 (c) each Mt contains a complete «-neighbourhood of at least one point of discontinuity. This leads us to another uniqueness criterion:
C2: Let / satisfy the propositions of T2. The computation of an invariant density o* for a given dynamical law / constitutes a problem which to the best of our knowledge has not yet been solved in complete generality. Usually one falls bade to numerical methods. But even these, if the sequence {zr} is evaluated directly, are often extremely sus ceptible to round-off errors 12.
A numerically stable procedure yielding an ap proximation by step functions was proposed by Ulam 13. The fundamental idea starts from the Frobenius-Perron operator Pf , which describes the "time-evolution" of an arbitrary density ot under /: d r r , dx Pr + lW = PfQr{x) UX QrE L1.
The desired invariant density q* obviously is a fixed point of Pf . Ulam conjectured that Pf can be approximated by a matrix P with elements m U j^f U J i) } m Uj)
A'( are the elements of an arbitrary de composition of [0, 1] . pu is that fraction of 1, which is mapped into the interval /j by / (x). As suming that Pf has exactly one fixed point g*, Ulam's conjecture was proved by L i14, who showed that with increasing n the fixed point of P converges to 0*. It may be worthwhile to point out that for special classes of dynamical laws / one may even obtain an exact Q* already for finite n. This holds for all broken linear transformations / satisfying T1 and oo C2 with a finite set K : = U /M (/). One gets an t -0 analytic expression for Q* from that P which par ticularly uses the decomposition of [0, 1] generated by K. An example is given in Figure 1 . Proof: If K is finite, each interval /,-of the decomposition is mapped linearly onto a union of such intervals. So all step functions being constant in each /j are trans formed by Pf into functions of the same type.
In these finite dimensional cases f>(x) may be represented by a vector T with n components r, defined by n : = o { x e Ii)-m (Ii); 1 (9) the probability of /;. g* corresponds to the eigen vector P T* = T* with eigenvalue 1. Since P is a stochastic, indecomposable matrix, the largest eigen values are of modulus 1 and the largest real eigen value is 1 15. So T* can also be found by repeated multiplication of an arbitrary normalized vector 1* b y P : lim P r r 0 = Tf* X -> ■ oo n normalization condition: 2 = 1 . i = i
Finally we give some results concerning a special family of broken linear transformations. We con sider 
hold, i. e., the sequence {xT} in the course of the physical process covers the interval (0, 1) every where with equal weight.
IV. Dynamical Laws Related by Conjugation
As we already pointed out the propositions of T1 and T2 severely restrict the admitted dynamical laws /. To extend the range of validity of these theorems we make use of an equivalence relation described by Haimos 16 and by Ulam 17.
Two transformations /: / -> / and g : / -on intervals I and J are called conjugate if there exists a one-to-one map h : I °P 0> / such that
In what follows the conjugating function h will always be assumed to be continuous and sufficiently smooth. h establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the number sequences {xr} and {@r} generated by (6) satisfies the propositions of Tl and T2 but its derivate by conjugation, P(x) = Vo.125 -2 ; x-0.5 j3-h0.5, obviously does not. Nevertheless Tl and T2 can be applied to P(x) due to the conjugation. The corresponding transformation of the density is controlled by the first de rivative of h~1 (r).
xt + i={?(Zt) and @t + i = f(@r)i respectively. Since the invariant density is determined by the totality of generated sequences, h must also yield a relation between Q* and og*. Using conservation of proba bility one may easily prove the relation
Because of the one-to-one correspondence between sequences under g and /, og* is the asymptotic den sity for almost all {xr} if q* has this property with regard to {©T}. So the mere existence of a conju gating function h suffices to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of Qg* provided q* exists and is unique, h need not be a linear map. Thus g may be a function not satisfying the dnfimum condition (6) whereas / does so ( Figure 2 ). Consequently the range of validity of Tl and T2 is extended to all dynamical laws which turn out to be conjugated to any / satisfying the propositions of Tl and T2 17a. Using the invariance of og* as well as the equiva lence of ergodicity and the existence of a unique, invariant density which generates an absolutely con tinuous invariant measure, one may easily prove the following statement: T3: Let / and g be dynamical laws conjugate by a one-to-one piecewise differentiable h. Then, (a) if / is ergodic, g is so, too; (b) if / is strongly mixing, so is g.
That means ergodicity and strong mixing are not characteristics of single dynamical laws, but proper ties of complete equivalence classes generated by conjugation.
Further we remark that Eq. (14) provides us with a possibility to construct dynamical laws g gener ating a required density og* by choosing an ap propriate h to a given / with already known density Q*. In practice one must, of course, restrict oneself to dynamical laws / whose densities have a suffi ciently simple structure because of the implicit de pendence of Q* on x via Figure 3 shows some examples of dynamical laws and their corresponding invariant densities found by conjugation. conjugating function h(6) relative to N 2 (6) dynamical law g!x)=h(NJh~ (x))) invariant density p*(x) -dh~(*l dx
vs /sr !/ V p(x) = 2 -12-4x1 ,1-
V. Correlation Functions
We now study the time development of processes {xT} generated by a dynamical law / using the stationary correlation function (4) . In this section we temporarily confine ourselves to ergodic laws /.
A process will be called (3-correlated if its corre lation function has the structure Cf( r) = C f( 0)-d0r. (14) . Using these properties of g and Qg* the correlation function Cg(x) may be written in the form Cg{T)=}xgW {x + ±)Qg*{x + l)& x.
(17) -I This integral vanishes for all r = l,2 , 3, . . . , and therefore the process generated by g must be <5-correlated. Another way to state the relation proven above is: The <5-correlation property of a process generated by a dynamical law with even symmetry is preserved under conjugation with odd symmetry. Notice: That does not mean ^-correlated processes can only be generated by symmetrical laws. The Tchebychev^polynomials T-rn +1 (x), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . are examples for antisymmetric laws generating (5-correlated processes. But this property in general is not preserved under conjugation with odd sym metry. teristic cases for N2(x; a). In particular we get: Cn2p+1( T ) = tV (2P + 1 ) -2< The generic feature revealed by this calculation is that any skewness in the dynamical law tends to destroy the ^-correlated character of the process. The characteristic time r c increases with the skew ness. But, of course, there are exceptions, e. g. the already mentioned Tchebychev-polynomials whose special curvature just compensates the effect of skewness.
If we want to generate non-<5-correlated processes, we might do so by making use of our above obser vations and applying a non-antisymmetric conju gating function on a symmetric dynamical law: In the course of a synthesis of a dynamical law which generates processes with prescribed invariant density as well as prescribed correlation it might be valuable to have methods at hand that admit an independent adjustment of these two characteristics. We have already seen that conjugation with odd symmetry exclusively effects the density of sym metric laws but leaves the ^-correlation unchanged. Further we saw how the correlation functions of Np could be influenced by shifting their points of dis continuity whereas the density remained unchanged. Is this shifting procedure equivalent to a conjuga tion? We do not know the answer to this general problem. But the investigation of
reveals an obviously generic feature of the conju gating function
-& ( i ) T* = 1 ,2 ,... .
There must be an ha for all a £ ( 0 ,1) since N2(x; a) can be generated by a series of infinitesimal shift operations which obviously cannot alter the totality of generated processes in its structure. So a one-toone correspondence can be established. We might start trying to find an ha by mapping the left branch of N2(0 ) on the left branch of N2 (x; a ) . This is accomplished by ha{ Q ) = Q -l™lln2.
But this cannot be the correct ha because (i) it does not take into account the right branches of both laws; and
(ii) the first derivative of ha must, according to (14) , be constant and equal to unity, since both laws generate a constant density.
So we have to try another method using intrinsic properties of N2 as well as N2 . Both laws assign a unique predecessor to the point 1. Under N.2(0 ) the predecessor is g , under N2(x;a) it is a. We now generate sequences of predecessors for both laws and construct ha by relating corresponding points to each other (see Figure 6 ). (It should be noticed that this method is of rather general character and in many cases yields a numerical access to the conju gating function.) If we write L for choosing the predecessor on the left branch and 0 for choosing it on the right branch, each point is uniquely deter mined by its LO-pattern, which might be interpreted as a binary number. Figure 7 shows a result ob tained this way by taking into aocount all points corresponding to binary numbers up to eight bits.
Is this solution compatible with the condition on the derivative of ha? A closer inspection of this problem shows that all points constructed above are points of discontinuity where ha is not differentiate. The set of these is not countable since the corresponding binary numbers take on all values in (0,1). ha is an everywhere continuous and nowhere differenti a te , strictly monotone function with Cantor set structure.
VII. Pure Chaos and Mixed States
Up to now we have considered ergodic dynamical laws. All iterates of these were ergodic, too. therefore become completely unimportant from the physical point of view, aperiodic behaviour prevails.
If not only the dynamical law itself but also all of its iterates are ergodic, we call the system purely chaotic. But there are also mixed states where periodic and chaotic time development are mingled with each other. In what follows we discuss these generic mixed states in the logistic equation 19 fa (x )= a x ( l -x ) , a e [ 1 ,4 ] .
If a is sufficiently small, fa generates periodic proc esses which, as a is increased, change their period by repeated bifurcation from 1 to 2, 4, 8 , . . . , 2n, . . . There is a threshold ax ^ 3.5699 of the parameter a where the limit 2", n -*-oo for the periodicity is reached. F or a = 4 fa and all its iterates are ergodic, i.e. /4 generates pure chaos. Within (a,o,4) there are values of a where some iterates faM are de composable despite the ergodicity of fa itself. Fig   ure 8 shows some examples of iterates at such values. Under these iterates the complete interval [0, 1] obviously breaks up into several independent subintervals on which the respective iterate is ergodic. The dynamical law fa periodically maps these subintervals onto each other and thus establishes a con nection between them. Therefore the complete proc ess can be understood as a superposition of a peri odic motion and a chaotic motion in state space, which becomes particularly obvious by means of correlation functions. Figure 9 shows some of these corresponding to the cases depicted in Figure 8 . The periodic part of the motion yields the oscillations whereas the chaotic part produces a decrease of the amplitudes to constant values. Since the subintervals mentioned above are comparatively small with re spect to their relative distances this decrease is small in comparison to the oscillations.
To survey the solution set of the logistic equation we indicate these states of mixed and pure chaos by their invariant densities in a generalized bifurcation diagram (Figure 10 ). The gaps between the critical values äß might be filled by considering other pe riodic processes, e. g. periods three or five, and the corresponding states of mixed chaos.
A numerical analysis shows that the sequences {a/(} and {äfl} of bifurcation points approximately satisfy exponential laws: a^C Q -c^e '0^ ; c0 = 3.56994567 ± 1.3 10~7, c1 = 2.628 ± 0 .1 3 , 
which therefore is the threshold of chaos.
VIII. Summarizing Discussion
We have studied the statistics arising from dis crete, one-dimensional processes in terms of the invariant asymptotic distributions and of the sta tionary correlations between successive events during The results reported may shed some light on the remarkable fact that simple deterministic processes may physically appear as being chaotic. Chaos needs a probabilistic description. It then is necessary to derive the connection between the dy namical process and its probability distribution or correlations. In a conservative N ~ 1023 particle sys tem this connection is: Hamilton's equations of motion -> canonical distribution. In a N = 1 degree of freedom system, being discrete in (time, the form of the dynamical law determines the probabilistic properties much more detailed, although general concepts like ergodicity apply as well. It is this implication of a given nonlinear deterministic proc ess on its corresponding probability distribution function which lies at the basis of many classical problems as for example the statistical theory of turbulence. The occurence of mixed states reveals a kind of steady transition from purely periodic to purely chaotic behaviour. It will probably be very difficult to get experimentally hold of these mixed states since they require a very precise setting of test parameters.
